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150cm domestiCITY 
 

 Introduction 
   

“Boundaries present themselves to us as the edge of things, as the spatial and temporal limit between the here and there, in   
and out, present and future. The boundary in all its manifest forms – wall, façade, gate, fence, river, shore, window – appears 
as a discrete separation between alternate sides of its magical divide; things are dispersed and ordered in space. Yet for 
postmodern urban space, in which architects assay the wrapping and layering of space, and urban managers increasingly 
review  its representation and control, nothing could be farther than the truth; boundaries are not finite, but zones of 
negotiation.” (Borden 2000, 221) 

 
The term ‘boundary as a zone of negotiation’ is what this paper is exploring on. Bangkok is evidently the city where 
boundary between the private-the domesticity and the public-the urbanity is fluctuated. Parameter of the building’s 
footprint, boundary of landownership and public space are enshrined in law. However, such clear and legalised boundary 
between the domesticity and the urbanity can hardly be observed as one walks along the streets of Bangkok. Endless rows 
of shophouses are common in Bangkok. These shophouses are typically multi-functional ones consisting of shops on the 
ground floor that open up to public footpath, and of residential accommodation on upper floors. Observing closely at the 
fronts of these shophouses, one would encounter an interesting variation of how people treat their boundaries that reveals 
not just any ordinary method. Hence, the front areas of these shophouses, considered as an interior between the two parts 
i.e. the domesticity and the urbanity, become ‘a situation’ to which this paper aims to elaborate.  
 
As in the context of Bangkok Thailand, shophouse is a building typology commonly associated to high density urban areas 
and tinted with Chinese architectural influences: of it being multi-functional, low-rise with two or three stories high, narrow 
front with deep rear and economically constructed (Chulasai 1997, 87). With reference to socio-economy of Bangkok, 
numbers of shophouse were constructed at the same period of a construction of the New Road or Charoen Krung Road in 
1870. From the very beginning, shophouses that located along the New Road were intended to be a multi-functional 
building typology with shop on the ground floor for daily trading and residential accommodation on upper floors. At the 
peak of Thai economic growth, marked by the First National Development Plan 1961-66, shophouse has been considered as 
an economically constructed building that can respond to the speed of economic development and city expansion (Askew 
2002). Hence, vast numbers of shophouse were constructed in Bangkok to meet the need for city accommodation and 
mercantile activities. Through times, this multi-functional aspect of shophouse has contributed to the survival of this 
building typology. It has been stressed that this decade is an ending of shophouse due to current development that moves 
towards developing more high-rise commercial buildings and condominiums along major roads (ASTV Manager Online 
2011). Demolitions of old shophouses have become common where land value shoots high. Nonetheless, shophouses, 
especially the ones located nearby elevated train stations and the ones located along main roads and sois, have somehow 
survived the city’s rapid development. These shophouses continue to exist to support small-scale, localised and daily 
economic activities that would cost far more expensive in department store or would consume more time when travel to 
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superstore. 
 
From research and observation, the ground floors of shophouses are mainly used for commercial purposes relating to 
everyday needs for example a mom and pop grocery shop, 24 hour-convenient shop, internet and game shop, food shop, 
hair salon, tailor shop, massage shop, shop for statues of Buddha, tool shop, and motorcycle/car garage (Kasemsook and 
Karnchanaporn 2014, 55). On the other hand, the front areas of these shophouses possess such dynamism of their own. As 
in the title of this paper, ‘150’ number addresses Bangkok Metropolitan Administration’s building regulation that forbids a 
structural construction within a 150 centimetre-depth area from the front of every shophouse. The area belongs to the 
shophouse owner but the owner has to follow the set-back regulation of the ground floor (Department of Public Works and 
Town & Country Planning 2000). No permanent enclosure could be constructed within this shopfront area. However, the 
area is a semi-enclosed space since it normally has a canopy formed by a cantilevered upper floor. The negotiation between 
what belongs to the private realm of living and what needs to obey the public law takes place here in the 150 centimetre-
depth area from the front of shophouse. Each shophouse owner has his/her own technique to reclaim the set-back front. A 
pragmatic adjustment or creative adaptation displays a genius negotiation for the spatial intermediacy between the 
private/ the public, or the domesticity/ the urbanity (figure 1).  
 

 
Figure 1: Studies of spatial negotiation situated in the front of six shophouses nearby Phra Khanong BTS SkyTrain station 
(Source: Kasemsook and Karnchanaporn, 2014). 
 
150 domestiCITY Design Studio 
On a pedagogical level, the materials to which this paper discusses are based on materials from one of the Interior 
Architectural Design studios conducted for the forth year undergraduate students in the Interior Architecture Program in 
Bangkok, Thailand. The design studio has its main focus on in/exterior programs that situated in the 150 centimetre-depth 
area from the front of shophouse. By asking a question: where do the domestic lives end and the city begin?, students 
respond to the question by investigating the shopfront area through drawings, diagrams and models. These investigations 
with experimentations are aimed to reveal the eventful nature of the situations. For sixteen weeks, the complex relations 
between the domestic interior and the urban context situated within the shopfront area are to be visualised and become 
potential design agendas.  
 
The first part of a design studio, six weeks, eight students select eight different sites that locate at the transition area 
between the city centre and the suburban areas in different parts of Bangkok. Students are encouraged to select sites nearby 
their neighbourhoods in order to gain more insightful information and to be able to revisit the sites day and night. They 
also select 5 to 10 shophouses within their sites to investigate the shopfront situations, 1.50 metres by 4.00-8.00 metres area. 
In a photographic documentation, shophouses define their spaces and set boundaries of the shopfront in different ways, for 
example extending some parts of the interior onto the 150cm shopfront area, putting some furniture on it, hanging products 
over it, putting pot-plants on it, using different materials to distinguish between the shophouse and the pavement, and 
extending shading devices and awnings over it (figure 2). These extensions produce interesting but contradicting situations 
by being permanently non-permanent.  
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The second part of the studio, ten weeks, students generate design proposals based on their shophouse investigations 
exposing each student’s area of interest and leading to new and interesting ways of generating and occupying these 
domestic/city interfaces. The studio’s design brief stresses that design proposals need not occupy an existing shophouse 
but an interior or an understanding of such interior must be generated. Making intelligible the studied interior is the project 
outcome as well as re-forming the boundary between the interior and the exterior or modulating the existing site condition, 
just enough for new activity to occur. The studio ends with eight design proposals, all of which developed from the 
shopfront situations. Ranging from new challenges in designing a new prototype of shophouse for new generation 
inhabitants; an in/exterior retail arcade extending from the shopfront situation; parasite spaces for senior citizens and 
domestic services; spaces for cyclists with smooth transitional surfaces and disconnections; shutter doors-cum-public space; 
mom and pop displays-cum-exhibition spaces for local protesters and tourists; a film that reveals the spiritual thresholds 
between the interior and the exterior; to a project that questions the ways in which areas in the front of shophouses are 
overused by the public, hence finding ways to reclaim those areas as an extension of domestic activities. Already, the 
designing of the interiors in these projects engages both spatial and temporal conditions, embraces social, cultural and 
economic forces, and opens for changes and adaptations.  
 

 
  Figure 2: Existing shopfront situations in various site locations   
  (Source: Karnchanaporn, Dejprasert, Srisupapak, Pongpitaya, Singthong, 2013) 
 
Eight Situations / Eight Design Potentials 
Situation 1: Nichamon Dejprasert’s interest is on ‘shop display.’ Nichamom investigates display techniques of 10 shophouses 
on Petchakasem road with various commercial functions: bookshop, hardware shop, 24 hour-convenient shop, noodle shop, 
Buddha statue shop, tailor shop, car care and car service shop, salon’s equipment shop, pawn shop and construction 
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material shop (figure 3). By using isometric drawing, Nichamon unveils the intermingle relations between domestic use and 
commercial use of the ground floor. The parallel nature between trading and living on the ground floor shaped by display 
techniques is the key to this study. What extends to the 150cm shopfront area is highly governed by product arrangement 
and how shopkeeper keeps an eye on products (figure 4). Learning from Buddha statue shop, tailor shop, construction 
material shop, salon’s equipment shop, Nichamon takes challenges in designing a new prototype of shophouse for new 
generation inhabitants where live and work could co-exist, especially on the ground floor. The new shophouse prototype 
consists of 4 spatial variations, techniques she depicted from the existing shophouses: moving platform, dynamic display, 
layering display and family/transition/shop (figure 5 and 6).  
 

 
 
Figure 3: Isometric and plan drawing studies of the ground floor spaces and 150cm shopfront areas on Petchakasem road 
with various commercial functions. The drawings indicate flexible product display techniques to claim the shopfront areas. 
(Source: Dejprasert, 2013) 
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Figure 4: Isometric and plan drawing studies of the ground floor spaces and shopfronts with details focusing on product 
display techniques. (Source: Dejprasert, 2013) 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Design proposal: The new (shop)house prototype consists of 4 spatial variations. This figure is a shophouse with 
layering display techniques. This shophouse can accommodate 2 separate tenants with separate accesses. (Source: 
Dejprasert, 2013) 
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Figure 6: Design proposal: The new (shop)house prototype consists of 4 spatial variations. This figure is a shophouse with 
family/transition/shop idea. This shophouse proposes the ground floor to have both commercial activity and domestic 
activity. While the front area is designated for commercial activity, it also has a place where family members can stay to 
keep an eye on products. (Source: Dejprasert, 2013) 
 
Situation 2: Sutinee Srisupapak focuses on informal nature of the retail arcade. She studies 13 shopfronts and adjacent 
footpaths where she discovers informal rental systems of these shopfront areas. Through sectional drawing studies, Sutinee 
reveals time-based and eventful situation of this informal retail arcade of the Wang Lang market: a time-based shopfront 
rental, a ground space rental and non-permanent shading devices. As a result of this dynamism, space of the footpath 
becomes almost an interior enclosure. With this very same idea and techniques, the student continues her design proposal 
to design an new in/exterior retail arcade that responds to the transient activities of trading on the public footpath. 
 
Situation 3: Kittima Singthong explores shophouses along Charoen Nakhon road and spots a series of parasite programs that 
fill the gap of everyday needs: uncle who fixes watches and changes batteries, aunties and grandmas who fix cloths, 
grandpa who fixes shoes, uncle who fixes Buddha images and uncle who cuts and copies keys. These people ‘borrow’ the 
shoprfront areas for setting up temporary work tables that are visible to pedestrians. They offer domestic services by day 
and disappear by night. Kittima carries on the same ‘borrowing’ situation by proposing a network of temporary parasite 
programs for senior citizens to talk, meet, rest, share food, drink coffee and exercise. 
 
Situation 4: Napatsorn Mongkolsuntonchot is interested in ‘ramp’ and ‘inclined plain’ in the shopfront area. Her site locates 
along Rama III road where majority of shophoses are garages, used spared part shops, used bikes and motorcycles shops, 
car battery shops, and food shops. Through sectional drawings, Napatsorn establishes relations between ‘wheel’ and 
‘inclined plain’ as the plain which facilitates or stops the movement between inside and outside space (figure 7). She 
proposes to transform a storage shophouse at the studied site into a second handed bicycle shop. The idea of surface 
friction, tire-gripping surfaces and variations of inclined plains manifest in the new design that focusing on spaces for 
cyclists with smooth transitional surfaces and disconnected surfaces (figure 8 and 9). 
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Figure 7: Sectional drawing studies, Napatsorn establishes relations between ‘wheel’ and ‘inclined plain.’ (Source: 
Mongkolsuntonchot, 2013) 
 

 
 
Figure 8: A design proposal for a second handed bicycle shop (Source: Mongkolsuntonchot, 2013) 
 

 
 
Figure 9: Section drawings for the design proposal where the idea of surface friction, tire-gripping surfaces and variations 
of inclined plains manifest in the new design that focusing on spaces for cyclists with smooth transitional surfaces and 
disconnected surfaces (Source: Mongkolsuntonchot, 2013) 
 
Situation 5: Thunsarat Thitiratsakul explores shophouses along On-nut Road and eventually develops an obsession for 
rolling shutter doors that come in various patterns. In every shophouses, there are shutter doors that divide up the space 
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and indicate the time opening. Shutter doors create visual and audio filtering layers to the front of shophouses. Thunsarat’s 
design proposal focuses on using ‘shutter doors’ as a key design element to develop ‘permeable layers’ tin order to claim 
the space of selected shop houses for community purposes. The aim is to use the idea of ‘permeable layers’ to facilitate 
flexible use of indoor and outdoor space for planting, reading, drinking tea and coffee, and talking within the selected 
shophouse.  
 
Situation 6: Purima Noiim is interested in rows of shophouse that formed local market place along the edge of ChaoPhraya 
river called Thadindang market (figure 10). While exploring the marketplace shophouses, Purima encounters the 
community’s current conflict with the government: a new bridge proposal to cross the river from Ratchawong road to 
Thadindang road that will eradicate several local communities. Locals are against the new bridge and they hope that the 
marketplace will survive. Purima rigorously investigates characteristics of mom and pop shopfronts within this area 
through plan and section drawings (figure 11 and 12).  She proposes temporary exhibition displays as a petition to keep the 
market place going. The exhibition displays, borrowing the mom and pop shop display techniques, camouflage with 
existing shopfronts but offer crucial information for locals and tourists (figure 13 and 14).  
 

 
 
Figure 10: Shophouses that formed local market place along the edge of ChaoPhraya river called Thadindang market. 
(Source: Noiim, 2013) 

 
 
Figure 11: A drawing investigation on layers of displayed products on the shopfront area of 1.50 metres by 4.00 metres. 
(Source: Noiim, 2013) 
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Figure 12: A drawing investigation (plan and section) on displayed products on the shopfront area of 1.50 metres by 4.00 
metres. (Source: Noiim, 2013) 
 
 

 
 
Figure 13:  A proposal for temporary exhibition displays as a petition to keep the market place going.  
The exhibition displays, borrowing the mom and pop shop display techniques, camouflage with existing shopfronts. 
(Source: Noiim, 2013) 
 

 
Figure 14: The exhibition displays, painted in white, camouflage with existing shopfronts and offer anti-bridge information 
as well as popular shops around the area for locals and tourists. (Source: Noiim, 2013) 
 
Situation 7: Petch Viphavaphanich has her interest in symbolic and spiritual protections placed in the shopfront areas. Petch 
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focuses on 3 shophouses in Thong Lor area that are soft-boiled rice shop, noodle shop and rice porridge shop. The 3 
shophouses are full of animated elements, both Chinese and Thai influences. In her study, the area of 1.50 metres by 4.00 
metres is believed to be the ‘threshold’ where the outside is profane/ dangerous and the inside is sacred and must be well 
protected. Her design proposal differs from her classmates as she proposes to make the spiritual shopfront phenomena 
intelligible through a short film. The final outcome is a film documentary of  ‘Spiritually Protected Domesticity’ that unfolds 
the myth of threshold, a crucial separation between inside and outside. 
 
Situation 8: Phonpisit Pongpitaya explores shophouses around his neighbourhood on Petchkasem road. He raises the issue 
that the set-back area of 1.50 meters in front of shophouse does not exist, or perhaps the area is not visible to him (figure 15). 
Phonpisit questions the function of leniency area imposed by municipal officers and the ways in which areas in the front of 
shophouses are overused by the public for mercantile activities. He is interested in activities that are not related but can be 
in the same place. From his study, the tricks of how stall owners maximise their space are what amaze him. In the mist of 
this busy shopfront situation, Phonpisit proposes to cast out the unused space that still belongs to the shopfront and to 
transform it into a new type of public space (figure 16). Highlighted with yellow color, he intends that the colour plays 
significant role in stating the new domestiCITY programs. These city interventions claim the remaining space as an 
extension of domestic activities where people could rest, dry their cloths, eat and watch television (figure 17 and 18). 

 

 
Figure 15: Exploring the visibility of the set-back area of 1.50 meters in front of shophouse.  
(Source: Pongpitaya, 2013) 
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Figure 16: Phonpisit proposes to cast out the unused space that still belongs to the shopfront and transforms it into a new 
type of public space. (Source: Pongpitaya, 2013) 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Figure 17: Studies of possible body postures and material developments. The proposal intends that the colour yellow plays 
significant role in stating the new domestiCITY programmes. (Source: Pongpitaya, 2013) 
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Figure 18: One possibility of the design outcomes: these city interventions claim the remaining space as an extension of 
domestic activities (Source: Pongpitaya, 2013) 
 
Conclusion 
How much can we, as architect and designer, learn from these everyday spatial interventions?  
How much these imperfect enclosures redefine the ways we think about the interiors?  
Evidently, the studies of shopfront situations reveal impressive spatial and temporal dynamics within such small area of 
1.50 metres by 4.00-8.00 metres. The domestication of these in-between domestic/city spaces could be done either by taming 
it until it is good for domestic uses or giving it away to the needs of its urban context. For the ordinary shophouse owners 
and tenants, they continue to find and figure out methods to claim the area permanently in a non-permanent manner. By 
making these situations intelligible through the design studio, potential new in/exterior programs can be developed.  
 
These shopfront situations may be common in developing countries, however, the situations have never been investigated 
and portrayed as an interesting and contextual creative agenda. They may not have had enough attention in the study of 
architectural and spatial design. What 150cm domestiCITY design studio has explored presents an implicit urban and 
interior creativity that is significant for the learning experience of young interior architects. ‘Boundary as a zone of 
negotiation’ can be established from studies of shophouses in Bangkok. Through eight studied situations, the spatial and 
social qualities of these normal everyday situations have been stretched and have given rise to new design potentials, a 
creative and unique agenda that would bring attention to interior design practice.  
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